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Dedicated dedicated dedicated dedicated dedicated allocated allocated Previous Next USK: All Ages You can control the orientation of the screen from the notification area easily. You can also prevent another app from changing your orientation. The following rotation modes are available.- Guard: this app does not allow another
application to change the orientation of the screen.- Automatic rotation: the orientation of the screen is determined by the physical orientation sensor.- Portrait: the screen is in portrait orientation.- Portrait (Reverse): the screen is in portrait orientation; opposite direction from a conventional portrait.- Portrait (Sensor): The screen is in portrait
orientation, but the sensor is used to change direction.- Landscape: the screen is in landscape orientation.- Landscape (reverse): the screen is in landscape orientation; opposite direction from the usual landscape.- Landscape (Sensor): The screen is in landscape orientation, but the sensor is used to change direction. If you want to install
an app, you have to inactivate Guard mode or this app. In Android 8.0, users could switch between automatic rotation and portrait rotation modes using tile or display settings. In Android 9, we've updated the portrait rotation mode to eliminate unintentional rotations by folding the current screen rotation, even if the device's position
changes. Users can trigger the rotation manually when they need to by pressing a new button in the navigation bar. We've renamed the portrait mode to lock the rotation, and it's activated when the automatic rotation is turned off. There are no changes to the automatic rotation mode. When the device is in rotation lock mode, users can
lock their screen for any rotation supported by upper visible activity (given current system limitations). If the top activity can be drawn in multiple rotations in automatic rotation mode, the same parameters should be available in rotation lock mode, with a few exceptions depending on the settings of the action screen settings. The rotation
lock mode works by showing a button in the navigation bar as the device rotates. To do this, the device's orientation sensor must remain active even when the automatic rotation is turned off. Pressing this button effectively sets users' rotation preferences (Settings.System.USER_ROTATION). WindowManager uses this preference, along
with other details about top activity and the state of the system, to change the rotation of the system. WindowManager continues to use users' rotation preferences when deciding which rotation to visualize the system when moving to a different action. Figure 1. Turn offer button with Swipe up gesture Home button should be supported by
user rotation preferences between events. However, since most phone users only want to be in the landscape for a short, temporary period of time, we have added a natural orientation bias. The user's preference for rotation is reset to the device's natural orientation whenever the rotation of the system changes the device's natural
orientation. For most phones, the device's natural orientation is portrait (0o). Users are often reset by using the app only for a portrait, phone lock, or return to the launcher's workspace. The rotational interaction for users hasn't changed much in the last decade. Users may find it difficult to detect this feature, given their previous history of
rotating and positioning the buttons in the navigation bar. For this reason, we've added an introduction mode to the rotation button that highlights it when it's present. Intro behavior occurs only for the first few button interactions, after which the introduction mode is disabled. Source Support for rotation offers have been added to Android 9.
Most of the changes are contained in the following files. services/.../server/policy/policy/PhoneWindowManager.java: Hooks consuming WindowOrientationListener (MyOrientationListener, responsible for monitoring sensors to determine whether the device has been rotated) keeps windowOrientationListener active even when the
automatic turn is off (see needSensorRunningLp ()) Determine whether the upper activity settings Orientation and the state of the system (see ForOrientationLw() rotation, determine whether the top activity can rotate to this rotation (see. isRotationChoicePossible () SystemUI/.../statusbar/phone/NavigationBarFragment: Determines
whether the navigation button should be shown on the feedback of the rotation offer from PhoneWindowManager (see onRotationProposal ()) Handles when to hide the navigation button (see calls to installRotateSuggestionButton (false) including a special case where navbar is hidden (usually in full screen) resets users' preferences upon
return to the natural orientation of the device (mRotationWatcher) chooses the appropriate style for animation of the navigation button, is used in NavigationBarView (see onRotationProposal ()) adds the logic of the introduction mode, including specialized animation (see. Link to
Settings.Secure.NUM_ROTATION_SUGGESTIONS_ACCEPTED) Implements the disable2 rotation flag (see)) SystemUI/.../statusbar/phone/NavigationBarView.java: Styles of the animation icon button in a match waiting for rotation (see updateRotateSuggestionButtonStyle ()) Handles of the Visibility Change button (see
setRotateButtonVisibility (see setRotateButtonVisibility (see setRotateButtonVisibility (see setRotateButtonVisibility (see setRotateButtonVisibility (see setRotateButtonVisibility()) including the logic to hide rotation if some availability services are active (with the right most navigation button rating stack) SystemUI/res/layout/menu_ime.xml:
Includes new KeyButtonView for rotation button, stacked above menu and IME/keyboard pick but SystemUI/res/drawable/ic_sysbar_rotate_button.xml: Complex AnimatedVectorDrawable is used to animation the navigation button (in SystemUI/res/values/styles.xml) used to customize the beginning and end of rotation angles as drawable
can be used to animation various starters and end rotation of the Toning Icon is installed through TintedKeyButtonDrawable to get rotation suggestions working for devices that use software navigation keys (back, home, etc.). Device manufacturers that create devices with hardware navigation keys that want to implement this feature will
have to develop and implement their own user interface accessibility system or disable it. It is recommended that any surface injected be easy to use when the device is at 90o or 180o to the current rotation of the system and is quickly available. For these reasons, the use of notifications (as is done for the IME/keyboard collector) is not
recommended. The hardware requirements for using this feature are the same as the requirements for using automatic rotation. In order to be consistent with the implementation, it is necessary that the user's rotation preferences (Settings.System.USER_ROTATION) are reset into the natural rotation of the device when the device's
natural rotation system changes for any reason when the automatic rotation is turned off. Subject to implementation, it does so (see NavigationBarFragment.mRotationWatcher). There is a new flag in StatusBarManager.disable2 to temporarily prevent the turn of the offer from appearing. Look
StatusBarManager.DISABLE2_ROTATE_SUGGESTIONS. This flag must be observed in all implementations because it is used by critical system applications, including Setup Wizard. The implementation provided supports this (see NavigationBarFragment.disable() We strongly recommend that you include the feature and, if possible,
monitor the implementation of AOSP. We aim to keep the experience of rotating similar between devices, reflecting the uniformity in experience on most phones today between automatic rotation and portrait lock. Since rotation offers are only displayed in rotation lock mode (automatic shutdown), you can choose if the default feature for
the new installations is chosen for automatic rotation by default. See def_accelerometer_rotation in Provider/res/values/values/defaults.xml settings to make default changes. Users can easily change if the automatic rotation is active or not (regardless of the default) through the rotary tile in the quicksettings or Display settings. The test for
testing feature can be turned off and turned on by changing the gating value This was the easiest thing to do by edicting the following command from a preferred instance of adb: setting up the adb shell show_rotation_suggestions set x to 0 for shutdown and 1 for on. For testing, the introduction mode can be reset by changing the
associated Settings.Secure value. This is the easiest to achieve. The following command from the privileged copy of adb: Adb shell settings put safe num_rotation_suggestions_accepted 0 SearchClear searchClose searchCloogle appsMain menu Help CenterCommunityTroubleshootPixel Phone
/www.google.com/tools/feedback/metric/report While some people do not like their phones to automatically rotate when held in different positions, others feel the opposite. So, it's still a problem to have a phone that doesn't switch between portrait and landscape mode. If you think your Galaxy S20 automatic rotation isn't working as
intended, I've outlined a few potential fixes you can try. Read on for more detailed instructions. The phone's display automatically rotates depending on how it is performed, given that the function of automatic rotation or automatic rotation is enabled. However, there are also some apps that don't apply automatic rotation because they are
programmed to work on a single orientation display, either portrait or landscape mode. Here's what to do if the automatic rotation doesn't work on your new Samsung Galaxy s20. Fixing an auto-turn that doesn't work on the Galaxy S20Time is necessary: 10 minutes Before you start troubleshooting, try to open different apps and see if
automatic spin works on any of these apps. If the screen doesn't only rotate on certain apps, it's probably because these apps only work on one orientation screen. In this case, you don't need troubleshooting because it's not a problem with your phone. However, if automatic rotation doesn't work on all apps, you can try the following
methods to address possible causes. Turn off the automatic rotation and turn it on. Automatic rotation must be enabled to automatically rotate the phone's display. However, check and make sure it is on. Many people neglect this and thus they end up wasting time and effort conducting unnecessary troubleshooting procedures. To check
the auto-rotation settings, swipe down from the top of the home screen to open the notification bar. In this panel, you'll see shortcut icons and controls. Find the automatic rotation icon and make sure it's on. If that's not the case, just tap the icon to turn on the feature. If the automatic rotation is already on, tap the icon to turn off the feature
for a few seconds, and then click to turn it on again. Doing this setting will refresh the phone's automatic rotation system and also clear random glitches. Power reboot. It is also possible that your phone is stuck in a portrait or landscape and so it doesn't rotate no matter how you hold it. To solve problems with the jammed display, it is
recommended to unload the force-reboot. As the name implies, the power reboot forcibly stops any jammed applications and system services that have stopped the device from working. In this case, a power restart may be the only thing that is needed to fix the phone's automatic rotation system, which has stopped working. Who to who
restart the Galaxy S20, press and hold the Bixby/Power button and Volume Down at the same time for 45 seconds. Then release both keys when the Samsung logo appears. When the phone is finished downloading, open various apps to find out if the automatic rotation is already working properly. Phone software update. Installing the
latest software update available to your phone is also considered one of the potential solutions if the problem is caused by some system errors. In addition to providing new features, software updates also contain patch fixes that are programmed to fix stubborn system errors that have caused some of the malfunction features. If your
phone has enough battery life and is connected to Wi-Fi Internet, then try to check for an OTA update. To do this, go to the update menu for the updates, and then click Download and install. If an update is available, let the phone finish downloading and installing the update file. Once the update is complete, restart your phone to update
the operating system and apply the latest system changes. Calibrate the phone's accelerometer. As mentioned earlier, a damaged or dysfunctional accelerometer is one possible reason why your phone does not rotate automatically. However, testing of the Galaxy S20 accelerometer is also recommended. To do this, open the Phone app,
and then dial #0 on the virtual keyboard. Tap the sensor from the data options and then move the phone around. The details of the accelerometer sensor should be adjusted to the direction of movement. If you don't see any changes when you're moving your phone, there's a higher chance that the internal accelerometer is damaged or not
functioning. In this case, you will need to travel to a service center authorized by Samsung. The Galaxy S20, Galaxy S20 Plus, Galaxy S20 UltraSeek are more helpIf none of these works, the next thing you should do is have the device carefully authorised by a technician or contact Samsung Support for further recommendations. Some of
its display components, like the internal accelerometer, may have been damaged and therefore in need of repair. The internal accelerometer is tasked with determining which way the phone is being held and encourages the device to automatically rotate when moving it between portrait and landscape mode. Hope it helps! And that covers
everything in this troubleshooting guide. Please keep posted for more comprehensive troubleshooting guides and tutorials that will help you make the most of what the new Samsung Galaxy s20 has to offer. You can also check out our YouTube channel to view smartphone video tutorials and troubleshooting guides. ALSO READ: How to
solve the problem of overheating on the Galaxy S20 S20 S20 android auto rotate not working. android auto-rotate not working. android auto rotation not working. android auto rotation. android auto rotate screen not working
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